Using data accumulated with the CLEO detector corresponding to an integrated luminosity of L 5:63 pb ÿ1 on the peak of the 2S [3:08 10 6 2S decays] and 20:70 pb ÿ1 at s p 3:67 GeV, we report first measurements of the branching fractions for the following 13 decay modes of the 2S: 3,
pK , and pK ÿ , and more precise measurements of 8 previously measured modes: 2 ÿ , ÿ , 2 ÿ 0 , ! ÿ , K K ÿ ÿ , !K K ÿ , K K ÿ , and p p ÿ . We also report new branching fraction measurements of ÿ and !p p and upper limits for ÿ , K K ÿ , and p p. Results are compared, where possible, with the corresponding J= branching ratios to provide new tests of the 12% rule. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.062001 PACS numbers: 13.25.Gv, 13.66.Bc, 12.38.Qk PRL
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week ending 5 AUGUST 2005 0031-9007=05=95(6)=062001 (5) The states J= and 2S are nonrelativistic bound states of a charm and an anticharm quark. In perturbative QCD the decays of these states are expected to be dominated by the annihilation of the constituent c c into three gluons or a virtual photon. The partial width for the decays into an exclusive hadronic state h is expected to be proportional to the square of the c c wave function overlap at zero quark separation, which is well determined from the leptonic width [1] . Since the strong coupling constant, s , is not very different at the J= and 2S masses, it is expected that for any state h the J= and 2S branching ratios are related by [2] 
where B denotes a branching fraction, and the leptonic branching fractions are taken from the Particle Data Group (PDG) [1] . This relation is sometimes called ''the 12% rule.'' Modest deviations from the rule are expected [3] . Although the rule works well for some specific decay modes of the 2S, isospin conserving 2S decays to two-body final states consisting of one vector and one pseudsoscalar meson exhibit strong suppression: is suppressed by a factor of 70 compared to the expectations of the rule [1,4 -6] . Also, vector-tensor channels such as a 2 1320 and K 892 K 2 1430 are significantly suppressed states [1, 7] . A recent review [3] of relevant theory and experiment concludes that current theoretical explanations are unsatisfactory. Clearly, more experimental results are desirable.
This Letter presents new measurements of a wide selection of 2S decays including modes with and without strange particles and with and without baryons. The following modes of the 2S are observed for the first time:
pK , and pK ÿ . More precise branching fraction measurements of previously measured modes Where applicable, the inclusion of charge conjugate modes is implied. As 14 of the modes we study have been previously observed at the J= , 14 tests of the 12% rule are made, 5 for the first time and 9 with greater precision than corresponding previous tests.
The data sample used in this analysis is obtained at the 2S and the nearby continuum in e e ÿ collisions produced by the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) and acquired with the CLEO detector. The CLEO III detector [8] features a solid angle coverage for charged and neutral particles of 93%. The charged particle tracking system, operating in a 1.0 T magnetic field along the beam axis, achieves a momentum resolution of 0:6% at p 1 GeV=c. The calorimeter attains a photon energy resolution of 2.2% at E 1 GeV and 5% at 100 MeV. Two particle identification systems, one based on energy loss (dE=dx) in the drift chamber and the other a ring-imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector, are used together to separate K from . The combined dE=dx-RICH particle identification procedure has efficiencies exceeding 90% and misidentification rates below 5% for both and K for the momenta below 2:5 GeV=c.
Half of the 2S data and all the continuum data were taken after a transition to the CLEO-c [9] detector configuration, in which CLEO III's silicon-strip vertex detector was replaced with a six-layer all-stereo drift chamber. The two detector configurations also correspond to different accelerator lattices: the former with a single wiggler magnet and a center-of-mass energy spread of 1.5 MeV, the latter (CESR-c [9] ) with six wiggler magnets and an energy spread of 2.3 MeV.
The integrated luminosity (L) of the data sets was measured using e e ÿ , , and ÿ final states [10] . Event counts were normalized with a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation based on the Babayaga [11] event generator combined with GEANT-based [12] 
The nominal scale factor used to normalize continuum yields to 2S data is f nom 0:270 0:005, and is determined from the integrated luminosities of the data sets corrected for the 1=s dependence of the cross section, where the error is from the relative luminosity uncertainty, and the uncertainty in the s dependence of the cross section. (The scale factor does not differ appreciably if a high power of 1=s is used: a factor of 0.87% for each power.) The value of f used for each mode also corrects for the small difference in efficiency between the 2S and continuum data.
Standard requirements are used to select charged particles reconstructed in the tracking system and photon candidates in the CsI calorimeter. We require tracks of charged particles to have momenta p > 100 MeV=c and to satisfy j cosj < 0:90, where is the polar angle with respect to the e direction. Each photon candidate satisfies E > 30 MeV and is more than 8 cm away from the projections of tracks into the calorimeter. Particle identification from dE=dx and the RICH detector is used on all charged particle candidates. Pions, kaons, and protons must be positively and uniquely identified. That is: pion candidates must not satisfy kaon or proton selection criteria, and kaon and proton candidates obey similar requirements. Charged particles must not be identified as electrons using criteria based on momentum, calorimeter energy deposition, and dE=dx.
The invariant mass of the decay products from the following particles must lie within limits determined 0 ! and ! candidates in events with more than two photons, the combination giving a mass closest to the known 0 or mass is chosen, and a kinematically constrained fit to the known parent mass is made. Fake 0 's and 's are suppressed by requiring that each electromagnetic shower profile be consistent with that of a photon. For ! ÿ 0 and ! ! ÿ 0 , the 0 is selected as described above, and then combined with all possible combinations of two oppositely charged pions choosing the combination that is closest to the ! mass. A kinematically constrained fit is not used for either of these modes, or for 's or for 's. For ! p ÿ , a fit of the p ÿ trajectories to a common vertex separated from the e e ÿ interaction ellipsoid is made. Contamination from K 0 S decays is eliminated by the energy and momentum requirements imposed on the event, and by particle identification.
Energy and momentum conservation requirements are imposed on the reconstructed final state hadrons, which have momentum p i and combined measured energy E vis . We require the measured scaled energy E vis =E c:m: be consistent with unity within experimental resolution, which varies by final state. We require j P p i j=E c:m: < 0:02. Together these requirements suppress backgrounds with missing energy or incorrect mass assignments. The experimental resolutions are smaller than 1% in scaled energy and 2% in scaled momentum.
For the final states with four charged tracks and a 0 , an additional cut is applied to remove a background of radiative events. When the photon is combined with a lowenergy photon candidate, it can imitate a 0 . We require E 4tracks E =E c:m: < 0:995, where E is the energy of the highest energy photon.
In order to compute Q h in modes with two or more charged pions, two 0 's or an , it is necessary to remove the contribution from the transitions 2S ! J= X, where X ÿ , 0 0 , or [13] . Accordingly we reject events in which the mass of any of the following falls within the range 3:05 < m < 3:15 GeV [14] : the two highest momentum oppositely charged tracks, the recoil mass against the two lowest momentum oppositely charged tracks, or the mass recoiling against the 2 0 's or . For every final state, a signal selection range in E vis =E c:m: is determined by Monte Carlo simulation, and a sideband selection range is defined to measure background. Final states with an intermediate , , 0 , !, , or must satisfy a scaled energy signal selection range requirement identical to the corresponding mode without the intermediate particle. For example, the scaled energy signal selection range is the same for K K ÿ and K K ÿ K K ÿ . For final states with an , 0 , !, , or the event yield is determined from signal and sideband selection ranges of the particle mass. For final states with a the event yield is determined from a fit to the ÿ invariant mass by a Breit-Wigner with parameters taken from the PDG [1] (for ÿ , the same-sign invariant mass distribution is used to estimate the background); an exception is p p, where the yield is determined from the signal region: 0:54 m 1:0 GeV assuming a linear background. Most modes studied in this Letter have resonant submodes; however, we only report branching ratios for resonant submodes which can be cleanly separated from background.
In Fig. 1 the scaled energy and invariant mass distributions are shown for three typical modes: 2 ÿ , 2 ÿ 0 , and K K ÿ ÿ . Evidence for production of the , !, and resonances, respectively, is observed in the corresponding mass spectra.
Event totals are shown for both the 2S and the continuum in Table I , where S 2S (S co ) is the number of events in the signal region and B 2S (B co ) the number of events in the sideband region in 2S (continuum) data. Under the assumption that interference between 2S decay and continuum production of the same final state is absent, the number of events attributable to each 2S decay mode, N S , is 
where f is mode dependent and listed in Table I We correct N S by the efficiency and normalize to the number of 2S decays in the data: 3:08 10 6 determined by the method described in [15] . The resulting branching ratios are listed in Table I , along with a comparison to the PDG [1] . With the exception of 2 ÿ and ÿ , none of the branching ratios in [1] were corrected for the contribution from continuum production.
The systematic errors on the ratio of branching fractions share common contributions from the number of 2S decays (3.0%), uncertainty in f (2.0%), trigger efficiency (1%), and Monte Carlo statistics (2%). Other sources vary by channel. We include the following contributions for detector performance modeling quality: charged particle tracking (0.7% per track), 0 =! finding (4.4%), finding (3%), =K=p identification (0:3%=1:3%=1:3% per identified =K=p), and scaled energy and mass resolutions (2%). The systematic error associated with the uncertainty in the level of background is obtained by recomputing the branching ratio when the background at the 2S and the continuum are coherently increased by 1. Since the background in many modes is small, the Poisson probability for TABLE I. For each final state h the following quantities are given: the number of events in the signal region, S co , and background from sidebands, B co , in continuum data; the scale factor, f; the number of events in the signal region, S 2S , and background from sidebands, B 2S , in 2S data; the number of events attributable to 2S decay, N S , computed according to Eq. (2); the average efficiency, ; the absolute branching fraction with statistical (68% C. L.) and systematic errors; previous branching fraction measurements from the PDG , and the Q h value. For 3, the two decays modes 3 ! and 3 ! 3 are combined on line 3. 
